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By Stanley Turkel, CMHS
The Beverly Hills Hotel (1912), Beverly Hills, California (208 rooms)
The Beverly Hills Hotel is one of the most famous hotels in the world. It was developed in 1912 by
Burton Green, President of the Rodeo Land and Water Company. He hired Margaret J. Anderson
and her son, Stanley S. Anderson to manage the new Mission Revival-style hotel on 12 acres which
he named Beverly Farms after his home in Massachusetts. Green persuaded Margaret Anderson to
leave the well-established Hollywood Hotel by offering her not only the management and a lease but
also an option to buy at a price that was considered a giveaway. The Beverly Hills Hotel was
designed by architect Elmer Grey (1872-1963) who was a pioneer in the development of the new
American architecture in the early 20th century with a focus on Spanish mission style. At some point,
architect Grey decided that instead of white stucco, the hotel would be painted a brilliant, startling,
signature pink and it became known as the “Pink Palace”. By 1914, Hollywood luminaries such as
Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Gloria Swanson, Buster Keaton, Rudolph
Valentino and Will Rogers had purchased homes in the newly-named city of Beverly Hills.
In 1915, the Andersons donated a portion of the hotelʼs original grounds to the city of Beverly Hills to
create the communityʼs first public park, now known as Will Rogers Memorial Park. In 1920, Mrs.
Anderson exercised her option to buy the hotel and her son Stanley assumed more and more of the
daily operations with great success.
From 1928 to 1932, the hotel was owned by Hugh Leighton of the Van Noys Railway News and
Hotel Company which had to close the hotel in 1933 because of the Great Depression. In 1940,
when the Sand and Pool Club was created with bright white sand imported from Arizona, the hotel
reopened and attracted such Hollywood stars as Fred Astaire, Cesar Romero and Carole Lombard.
Marlene Dietrich brought about a change in policy in the Polo Lounge which had previously made it
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compulsory for women to wear skirts which she refused to do. Elizabeth Taylorʼs father had an art
gallery in the hotelʼs lower level.
In 1941, Hernando Courtright, a vice president of the Bank of America, purchased the hotel with
Irene Dunn, Loretta Young and Harry Warner. Courtright renamed the El Jardin as the Polo Lounge
in honor of a celebrity group of polo players who toasted their victories at the Lounge.
Amid twelve acres of lush gardens, banana plants, bougainvillea and hibiscus, the hotelʼs twenty-one
bungalows are bigger than many houses and provide 24-hour room service and dog-walking service.
Over the years, Hollywood stars and other guests have learned that the bungalows make an ideal
spot for such random activities as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Howard Hughes bought six bungalows from 1942 through the 1970s and sometimes had roast
beef sandwiches delivered to the fork of a tree outside one of his bungalows
Neil Simon wrote screenplays
Warren Beatty had a secret affair
Orson Welles flashed a visitor
Saudi arms dealer Adnan Khashoggi slept here
Marlene Dietrich had a 7ʼ by 8ʼ foot bed specially made and later John and Yoko used it for a week
Elizabeth Taylor spent time here when married to Eddie Fisher and later with Richard Burton

That the hotel could absorb the demands of its eccentric guests was due in part to its widespread
layout – sixteen acres, 265 guestrooms and twenty-one bungalows.
The hotel underwent a major facelift in 1947 and reopened with the Crystal Room and the Lanai
Restaurant, later called the Coterie. In 1949, architect Paul Revere Williams designed the new
Crescent Wing as well as revisions to the Polo Lounge, Fountain Coffee Shop and the lobby.
On January 23, 1954, the Los Angeles Times reported: “Hernando Courtright, president and general
manager of the Beverly Hills Hotel Corporation, announced yesterday that Ben L. Silberstein, Detroit
investor….has acquired substantial stock position in the hotel company….Courtright will continue to
operate the Beverly Hills Hotel… and all policies that have brought the hotel international recognition
will be continued.” Guests included the Duke and Duchess of Windsor, Princess Margaret and Lord
Snowden, King Albert of Begium, the Crown Prince of Monaco, Grace Kelly, John Wayne and Henry
Fonda.
The Polo Lounge became a favorite drinking hangout for Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin and the Rat
Pack. In the late 1950s, Marilyn Monroe and Yves Montand occupied two bungalows while filming
George Cukorʼs Letʼs Make Love. In 1963, the comedy Whoʼs Been Sleeping in My Bed starring
Dean Martin, Elizabeth Montgomery, Carol Burnett and Jill St. John was filmed at the hotel. In
January 1976, Peter Finch died of a heart attack in the hotel lobby. Two months later, he was
posthumously awarded the Academy Award for Best Actor for his role as Howard Beale in the
film Network. His co-star Faye Dunaway also stayed at the Beverly Hills Hotel after winning the
Academy Award for Best Actress in the same film. Neil Simon, a frequent guest, filmed California
Suite at the hotel.
When Ben Silberstein died in 1979 at age seventy-seven, ownership passed to his two daughters
Muriel Slatkin and Seena Boesky, wife of stock trader Ivan Boesky. In 1986, the hotel was sold to
Denver oilman Martin Davis for $136 million. A year later, Davis sold the hotel to the Sultan of Brunei
for $185 million. On December 30, 1992 the hotel closed for a complete renovation which lasted two
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and a half years with its reopening on June 3, 1995. Howard Hirsch, a senior partner in
Hirsch/Bedner, one of the leading hotel interior design firms, described the Beverly Hills Hotel: “The
outside of the hotel is California Mission, and the inside is late Art Deco. Thereʼs no common theme.
But this is Hollywood. The interior is a stage set, itʼs theater and weʼve upgraded that. Hotel guests
are actors and the audience at the same time. Itʼs a people-watching hotel. On the one hand, some
people donʼt want to be seen, on the other hand, staying at the hotel is very important.”
The hotel is included in the Dorchester Collection, a group of nine high-end hotels The Dorchester,
London; LeMeurice, Paris; Le Richemond, Geneva; Hotel Principe di Savoia, Milan; Coworth Park,
Ascot, UK; 45 Park Lane, London; Hotel Bel-Air, Los Angeles. Incredibly, the Sultan of Brunei
announced in October 2013 that he was adopting the legal system of the harsh and ancient Islamic
Sharia penal code which includes stoning gays and adulterers, public flogging of women who have
abortions, and amputation of limbs. It was reported that dozens of groups cancelled more than $2
million worth of events and the damage had spread to the Sultanʼs other hotels. The boycott went
viral around the world.
On March 13, 2016, Maureen Dowd, the well-known Op-Ed columnist of the New York Times wrote:
The Sultan And the Salad
I used to love going to the Beverly Hills Hotel on Sunset Boulevard, wandering its bananaleaf-patterned halls and communing with its glamorous ghosts and legends.
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton, with their regular breakfast order to their bungalow
of two bottles of vodka and another pair for lunch. Esther Williams and Joan Crawford in
the pool. Howard Hughes, pacing around his darkened suite wearing Kleenex boxes for
shoes and ordering sandwiches in the middle of the night. The Rat Pack with its whiskey
and broads. Gina Lollobrigida and Marilyn Monroe lounging poolside, titillating cabana
boys. Nancy Reagan, dishing at lunch.
But then the Pink Palace fell out of favor and took on a ghostly hue of its own.
In 2014, Jeffrey Katzenberg, Jay Leno, Elton John, Ellen DeGeneres and others called for
a boycott of the hotel after its owner, the sultan of Brunei, implemented Shariah law in his
small oily kingdom in the South China Sea, making homosexuality and adultery
punishable by stoning.
On May 6, 2014 the Beverly Hills City Council held a special meeting to pass a unanimous resolution
condemning the government of Brunei for Sharia law and urging the Sultan to sell their hotels and
other Beverly Hills properties. Christopher Cowdray, CEO of the Dorchester Collection responded to
the constant barrage of business leaders eager to buy the iconic hotel: “No. We will weather the
storm and weʼll come out on the other side even stronger.”
*excerpted from “Built To Last: 100+ Year-Old Hotels West of the Mississippi” AuthorHouse 2017
My Newest Book
“Built To Last: 100+ Year-Old Hotels West of the Mississippi” is available in hardback, paperback
and Ebook format from Amazon, Barnes & Noble and AuthorHouse.
Ian Schrager writes in the Foreword:
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“This particular book completes the trilogy of 182 hotel histories of classic properties of 50
rooms or more… I sincerely feel that every hotel school should own sets of these books
and make them required reading for their students and employees.”
This trilogy consists of the following three books:
•
•
•

Built To Last: 100+ Year-Old Hotels in New York
Built To Last: 100+ Year-Old Hotels East of the Mississippi
Built To Last: 100+ Year-Old Hotels West of the Mississippi

All of these books can be ordered from AuthorHouse by visiting www.stanleyturkel.com and
clicking on the bookʼs title.
Attorneys Take Note:
For the past twenty-four years, I have served as an expert witness in more than 40 hotel-related
cases.
My extensive hotel operating experience is beneficial in cases involving:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

hurricane damage and/or business interruption cases
slip and fall accidents
wrongful deaths
fire and carbon monoxide injuries
franchisee/franchisor disputes
management contract disputes
hotel security issues
dram shop requirements

Donʼt hesitate to call me on 917-628-8549 to discuss any hotel-related litigation support
assignments.
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About Stanley Turkel
Stanley Turkel was designated as the 2014 and the 2015` Historian of the Year by Historic Hotels of
America, the official program of the National Trust for Historic Preservation. This award is presented
to an individual for making a unique contribution in the research and presentation of hotel history and
whose work has encouraged a wide discussion and a greater understanding and enthusiasm for
American History.
Turkel is a well-known consultant in the hotel industry. He operates his hotel consulting practice
serving as an expert witness in hotel-related cases, providing asset management and hotel
franchising consultation. He is certified as a Master Hotel Supplier Emeritus by the Educational
Institute of the American Hotel and Lodging Association.
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Stanley Turkel is one of the most widely-published authors in the hospitality field. More than 325
articles on various hotel subjects have been posted in hotel magazines and on the Hotel-Online,
BlueMauMau, HotelNewsResource and eTurboNews websites. Two of his hotel books have been
promoted, distributed and sold by the American Hotel & Lodging Educational Institute ("Great
American Hoteliers: Pioneers of the Hotel Industry" and "Built To Last: 100+ Year-Old Hotels East of
the Mississippi"). A third hotel book ("Built To Last: 100+ Year-Old Hotels in New York") was called
"passionate and informative" by the New York Times. His fourth hotel book was described by the
New York Times: "Nostalgia for the City's caravansaries will be kindled by Stanley Turkel's... factfilled... "Hotel Mavens: Lucius M. Boomer, George C. Boldt and Oscar of the Waldorf". In his fifth
hotel book, "Great American Hoteliers Volume 2: Pioneers of the Hotel Industry", Lawrence P.
Horwitz, Executive Director, Historic Hotels of America writes in the Foreword:
"The author, Stanley Turkel is a great story teller…. This book is about risk takers, dreamers,
inventors, entrepreneurs, innovators, visionaries, leaders and motivators. This is a collection of
stories about hotel pioneers with a passion for inventing new ways to create demand for their
product."
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